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Ul'DROOM. Snac1ouc; kitdu:n, priv<Hc
kid~. nm. Call 262·17$1. Valley
Hn1tlll\. $J~ h:e
10121
(rt; h>;;t-Buu T 2 IWDJWOM twu~l' . $9(1.
Spotlc-~., kHt.:hcn, phnh enrpeting. Fenced pri\-acy.
10127
262 J7"il. Valley Rt.'n!al~. $~5 fcc.
fJtii1r 'I· X.; ON!· BLOCK from C<lmpm; furni,hcd 2
.1
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f~rcplacc. $250.00
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PRIVA J"Fl Y J·I·NCH> 1 ar~DROOi\1 near UNM.
Modern nppiJiliKC"· ccntrul heat, $70, 262·175J.
Vallc.v Rental\. SH fcc.
10/27
STtlDIO & tnR UNJ<URNISHEl), ucar campus,
Sl~5-$l70. Jlfl P"rinceton SE. Sec mumtger ut Aj1t.#4
\f.f from 10-12:10 or cal1294-!i523 for appL
1l :08
ROOMMATE \VANTED: SHARE .2tBrnt. home
with "icldom hl)lne Law ~ludcnl. Downtown an."tl.
nice, fireplace, furni~hctl $100/mo. 242-4\68. Al~o,
ll!Jrm. for r.ent $175/mo., u1i11 incl.
10/27
ROO!'.f~1'ATR TO SHARE two bedroom house, Sl.SO
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1 \i:t:-i}l-\·t• coNcHAS cqutr. P1t:k up today.
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tln •ak m," for ,, hunted tunc ft,r $1 no in Marnm
1hlll. Runm 10$. ('onHtin\ work tlf ll\Cf 40 UNM
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U·tll.l FXl"RAVA(i:\NZA
HH+ 1M Crucco;
lirCCI1 {.'hili on I·ggo;., tmd for the r~l of October·
\0\U i..'tcam cnchiladao; \vllll blue corn tortillas and
gtccn dnh. ~h1rning (ilory Cafe. 2933 Monte Vista

JUAREZ
TEQUilA
GOLD OR SilVER

Nl· 2(18·7()..10. (Righi otcros~ Central from U.udy

Uueno).

IMPORTED & BOTTLED BY TEQUILA JA.LlSCO S A

10/31

ST LOUIS. MO . 80 PROOF

WIIO HAS l-lflltUAL & imported c:igarettes·llic
lil!.hters 59c-all other cigarette lighter~ 20ner cent o(fl
Pipe& l'obcu:co Road doc~. 101 Corne\1 266-7578.
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f>t:Rlt V'S PIZ'l.A. PIZZA by the slice and pan. l 11us

<pccial< from
fcat1odng
SE.
{Across
UNM).frc•h salad•. 2004 Central10/30
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HND YOUitSEl.LF IN the Peace Corps. 277*5907
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301 Cornell SE
(at Cornell & Lead)
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a Fine American Touch
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.FOR SALE

. ..,4 !JfJ!JC,l \-/\!'<, tt:l'l)" tu hmld 11p OW.' \til), l
,,tln•J, lllilflllitl lran~llll'•'•lnll, ~nod prH:c {till 2ti'il9]H.tflcrbpm
tl11

& t.lr~er, temp~:rarnent<~l,
Put (Jcpcndalllc· $75.00, 2S:'i-SR92 or 277-4826. 10127

\\.Tii"iil'POillwASJ\f:R

llARMON

KARDON

PRE-arnplifier-cqu<IIJfc-r
S21(J 00 DymlCtJ35·W<HI '!lterco power nmp. $120J)0.
Both $150.00 nr b/o. 2%-1165 aner 6:0011m.
10127
Uf!RMAN, COIN OPERA"lFD fomball mblc
$395.H43·764fo
10130
1975 f>AT!;UN B210, 2H,OOO mile~. $l ,700. C'nll aftt!r
.~:30, 265·50UB.
10130
1971 C)RfiMI..IN, r•AIR cou!-litiOr1, cle;~n, easy on gas.
277-529.~ after ~ix.
10/30
CAMPER SI·H:.LL, FOR short and oarrow bed $100.
rom lawn mowor. $35. 10 Speed Bik'. 135.3 Speod
Dike, $35. TV c;tcrco console- $75. Cali.298-048I.
10131
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the line, ~lighLly u~cd but
,Ji1J under wamm1y. AutomatiC' bohhinwindcr, lm~
buuonholcr, without attn!'hments. Also. com·
pmcri1cd s1.rcctch stitch anti doe.~ lot<; of fancy slit~
!; I\e~. R eg. $80000 , now ni us l .~·acr fi ce. $l!i000 ca.~~1.
88\.4889.
10/Jl
'69 DODGP. POLARA $275.00. Dcpc;nda,bl~ ltun·
~portation, 360V.g P.S.!P.B. A.IC A.T. Cnll 266·
11/01
7494.
OI!D <WRMAN VIOLIN. Exccllem condition, with
cn~c-, $350.00. Cull 293-1!.50'7.
10/31
RECiU!.ARISl!PER );J()JjT rnov\e$, Newlll~cd.
$2,00/SJ.OO. Cannon~. ~pom, mi~c. 881·3932. Jl/01
IJARMONY SOLID
JIODY electric guil<tr
1\t:unphl'icrf.,pc-aker, en~.:- $13:". 1515 C'opncr NE
112T. 242"7056.
\0127
ki /.·.ll.A 10·\PCJ..>d wtaccc~~orie'i-, $110. ISJ 5 Copper
N~ #l"r 242-7056.
Hl/27
IY7J YAMAHA 2~0 !\.h. Excellent condition never
been raced, $500. Rfi9·2%J al'1er 6pm.
IOtJO
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By BILL ROBERTSON

<n

PAR'l I'JME~ NJGHT Bw.boy. Part t1me rn~lllt~r.
mgJtt., and weekend~. Apply in per~on tletwcen Z·
:'ipm. Joron tier Rc~taurant. 2400Cemral SE.
II iOI
FEMJ\L[·: <iRAOUAl'(~ ASSISTANT: Apphcant\
b~ing ~ought for Re~idcncc Hall Graduate A~s\~tan!
in Worncn'~ Re~iUt!nce H<~ll for 1979 \p:ring scmc~ter.
Earn single room, bonrd, $200 per month and receive
tui\ion wuivcr. Apnl> A~~ociate Dean of Studcnt!t
Offie~,:,l.a.Pmada Hall. Deadline Novcmbcr3, 1978.

The recent anti-WIPP campaign
in Albuquerque's media is fraught
with misleading implications and
innuendos, misrepresentations and
outright falsehoods, said David

Williams of AREA (Americans for
Rational Energy Alternatives), at
an airpon press conference Friday.
The
pro-nuclear
group
specifically cited CARD (Citizens
for Alternatives to Radioactive
Dumping) for "grotesquely false

allegations'' in a series of radio, TV
and newspaper advertisements
against WJPP, the proposed
radioactive waste site east of
Carlsbad.
The members of AREA are
aware of the importance of WlPP

J0/30

8

MISCELLANEOUS

•
-~--~--~~~----ARCl-JIVAL FRAMING AT reasonable prices,
40,000 postcards, posters by Steinberg, O'Keefl'e,
Goines, Dine. or hers. The Silver Sunbeam Gallery,
3409 Central NE Tues~Sat 11·5:30.
II /03
FREE KITTENS: 2 adorahlc kiTtens for free to a
good hqmc, C~ll Jutly 292-298.5 after S:JOpm, 10/30
.~
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CI1URCI1
canteRBURY c11apel
425 llniV€RSitY n.€.
Sunday Services-8; 10:5

EMPLOYMENT

4

(wc.t of AJrthroJXllogy Bldg.)
~

\\'ORK OVERSb'\S IN the Vem;c <'orpo,., 277-5907
12 t(IJ

ADIJRI·'Sl;)l'f{S WANTU> IMMI.:L.>JAT{:l.Y! Work
.at homC' •· no experience net:c'i~ur:r •· t'~l"i!lll'nt pay.
Write Amcrkun Servke, fl350 l'ilrk lane, Suite J27,
Pull a..,, TX 7:'i2J I
II '08
STUDENT OR(iANIZATION NFEDS volunteer (no
p:l)') help. Preferably bu~inc'~ major to oversee
bu~UlC\\ u~pcct~ of am magatinc. Aboul2-3 hour\ a
1.\-'cck. Call Gayle 87.3·J904 after 6ptn,
10130
GREAT Jon OI,EN to any ~llldcnt who carl qualify
ror work ~tu<.ly. You only need to have so111e high
~chooltyping bw.::kgrouml. We will train you and add

False campaign alleged

•

Barry's Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID

3,5;10 Speeds

DISCOUNT PRICES

~

~

~..

t

-,..

ASUNffi/PEC In conjunction
w/Top Hat Prod. & KZZX
Present From N.Y. City

-DIAN SOREL
w/the

L&LBAND
Sntuld<>y, Oct. 28,1978
8:00 p.m.

Tickets $3.50
Students $3.00
At All Tkketmaster Locations
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ACROSS
1 Angry
6- and
robbers
10 Basics
14 Evil one
15 Turk. regiment
16 Spruce
17 Alleviating
19 Anecdote
20 Blissful
21 Small tooth
23 Sharpen
25 Meadow
26 Owned
27 Calendar
abbr.
29 Etched
31 Apex
33 Arab cloak
34 Tricky one
36 Elevates
40 Hanker
42 Pelts
44 Halifax or
Houston
45 Instructor

u.s. party:
Abbr.
54 Spanish
hero El ~
57 According to
59 Body part
61 Golf ball action
64 Small
67 Parent: Informal
68 Exaggerates
70 Monogram
part: Abbr.
71 Suture
72 Incident
73 Quote
74 Blunders
53

75

~~oon't-

-boy ... "

Visa,
MC
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

DOWN
1 "Woe-

2 Foray
3 Certifier
4 Corrupt

5 Encircles
6 House pet
7 Fetid
8 Jury

47 Footfalls
49 ~Bravo
50 Rhine tribu- 9 ~ring
tary
10 /\gains!
52 Swill
11 Seaside

An apple
a ·day ...

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

!:
i

12 Kind of lily
13 Equine
18 Certain nuts
22 Extremity
24 Quick looks
27 Condiment
28 Arab father
30 Bides
32 Fowl disease
35 Genuflected
37 Gone but not
38 Trinity

39 Leave off
41- -long

way
43 Bobbins
46 Criticizes
4~ Pixies
51 Quietude
54- strip
55 Prince of
Vladimir
56 Resign
58 Stream
60 Barrel part
62 Grade
63 Adjacent
65 ''-an ear!;'
66 This: Sp.
69 Living qtrs.

same a~ that amount of per~on<tl
exposure from a theoretical total
U.S. depenclence upon nuclear
power for elccl ridty generation. or
.25-.5 millircms per year.
CARD'~ Albuquerque Joumal
ad of Oct.8 included the statement,
"Scientifk studies have shown that
a speck of pllllonium only II !(Xllh
the size of a grain of salt can cause
cancer. 11
Williams, educated at Harvard
and MIT with a postdoctoral fellow
at
Los
Alamos
Scientific
Laboratory, said, "Tile most
dangerous exposure pathway for
plutonium is inhalation as a very
fine dust with particle diameter
around 1/10,000 inch or le".
l.nhalnti\)!1 of very roughly 100,000
to 500,000 parti.clcs M pure
plutonium this size woultl be
required for n 10 per cent canc~r
risk.'~

Regarding transportation ttccidcnts involving rad-wastcs, the
spectre of which C t\RD raised in its
Journal ad, Williams ;a.id, "True,
but so what? Even defense transuranic (low-level) wastes will be
shipped to WlPP in package~
incorporating multiple ·barriers
agai11st the release of radioactivity
in the event of accidents."

Machine Room/
sign to be posted

Campus Bicycle and Moped (Behind Okies)
Sekai, Fuji, Azuki

to the future of nuclear power
industry.
"All nuclear activities produce
nuclear wastes," Williams said.
"No waste disposal means no
nuclear energy, whether for
national defense, civilian power,
medical purposes or anything else.''
"No waste disposal also
ultimately will mean no New
Mexico uranium mining industry,"
Williams said.
CARD has stated in its antiW IPP campaign that nuclear
wastes arc extremely dangerous.
Williams, an employee of Sandia
Laboratories, said, "Obtaining a
lethal (probable cancer-causing)
dose or plutonium by ingestion
would require eating something like
an entire 55-gallon drum of the
(low-level type to be stored at
WIPP) waste."
CARD said, "Radiation, even at
low levels, is harmful to human and
animal life." Williams cited figures
equating the exposure required for
a one per cent cancer risk to 50,000
mill ircm.
According to those same figures,
the amount of radiation received by
a year's amount. of sexual activity
between two people (everyone is
radioactive, Williams said) is the

~sub

We repair stereos, tv's, tapes, and
also have ttlectronic parts in stock.

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

n'mnth. 1)1.'\thll', '1,17
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Senior biology student Scott Van Pelt reaches for a ripe
Winesap in his South Valley orchard. The valley had a good
apple crop this year, so students will have plenty of chances to butter up professors by leaving one on their desks.

What ever happened to the Sub Machine Room?
In the fall of 1970 a contest was held to name the game room
downstairs in the New Mexico Union. There arc coke and candy
machines, pool tables and pin ball games in the area.
A biology student, Mike Bailey, who is now in graduate school at
UNM, won the contest with "Sub Machine Room." He received
$50.00 for his winning entry .
A sign was never posted with the new name of th~ room.
-red Martinez, Director of the New Mexico Union since 1972, didn't
know about the contest. He checked records of the SUB from 1970.
"I wasn't even aware it was named the Sub Machine Room,"
Martinez said.
The Director said a sign will be posted in the game area as soon as
~~hl~
-

No-shoes Yoga meeting
held at Honors Center
ByVICKY MARQOEZ
The Honors Center hosted a
lecture Friday afternoon given by
Makinc Edelstein in which participants got to take off their shoes,
sing eerie tunes accompanied by a
harmonium (miniature cross
between a piano and an accordian)
and search for God within them·
selves.
Edelstein directs a Siddha Yoga
Meditation Center in Santa Fe, and
has taught Siddba Yoga for several
years. For the last seven years she
has done psychological counseling,
using meditation and chanting.
"What you're doing is building
up your powers each time you
meditate. It makes people more
fluid in their own environment,
increasing good feeling and . appreciation of their own world,"
said Edelstein. "In meditation I've
found the most expanditlg and most
forceful experiences I've ever had.''
Edelstein said answers to the
questions "What am l doing
here?" and "Where am l going?"
lie with realizing one's identity with
God.
"Meditation has nothing to do
with religion; it goes beyond any
religion. What it has to do is with
the inner existence; it's hard to
imagine that God would let only
certain people in. Meditation is a
direct path to that understanding,"
Edelstein said.
"Siddha has one basic teaching:
Meditate on youtsel f, kneel to
yourself, love and worship your-

After her lecture, the group
self, realize that God dwells in
relaxed
on the floor and chanted
everyone and see God in each
"Om
Nama
Shivaya" for a quarter
other."
of
an
hour.
Following that,
Edelstein said the old cliche
"You are what you think you are" members of the group sat in silence,
is true. "We get eaten up by our some meditating and others just
pondering the preceding events.
negativity," she said.

Socialists hold rally
By VICKY MARQUEZ
Socialist Workers Party rally Friday night offered its candidates the
opportunity to slate their political views, and gave other speakers a chance
to protesthuman rights violations all over the world.
Carole Newcomb running for U.S. Senate attacked her opponents'
stands, and said that apparentlY it was better for them to be' 'uninformed''
than knowledgeable of the facts. Referring to controversial issues, she said
neither Republican Sen. Pete Domenici nor Democrat Attorney General
Toney Anaya claim to know enough to comment.
The candidates urged voters to write-in Socialist runners for the Nov. 1
election. Joel Hodroff, press manager for the party, said 12,000 signatures
are required for candidates to be placed on the ballot.
Several other speakers addressed the crowds at lhe rally, Which was held
at the Communication Workers of America union hall, and urged people
to become involved.
James Maestas, a ·participant in the Chicano movement said if the
"Right to Work'' laws were passed, the unions and workers would become
weak and divided.
Xavier Rivera, a member of the committee for Human Rights in Latin
America, spoke entirely in Spanish and described how imperialism has
Ut1leashed tremendous repression against working people, He· complimetlted Albuquerque, saying that it's a pleasure to see organizations
here involved in these struggles.
Lynrt Rashkind, a member of the Socialist Workers Party, said the
public heeds candidates it can believe when they speak. "We almost wish
voting machines had a none-ofcthe-above [ever," Rash kind said.
Floyd Fowler, running for U.S. Congress, District One said American
Capitalism is "in the midst of a criss of terrible magnitude," and
businesses are on the offensive against the workers.
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Squarecrow

This scarecrow watches
the festivities {rom a cornet
in the SUB ballroom Thursday night during the UNM
Wagon Wheels Square dan"
ce Club's costume dance .•
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World News

Council to consider
productivity issues

WASHINGTON
(lJPI)-Government health experts
are studying the possibility of a
>harp
reaction
from
both "productivity standards" system to
assure more efficient medical care
Wa>hington and Cairo.
In Washington, Secretary of by doctors and hospitals, HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano said
State Cyrus Vance said he was Sunday.
deeply disturbed by the Israeli
Califano said such standards
decision and immediately got in could cut unnecessary surgery,
touch with Prime Minister make better use of expensive
Mcnachem Begin on the matter.
machinery, shorten hospital stays
"We regard the reported decision and ward off a projected $1 trillion
taken. by the Israeli cabinet to national medical bill in the year
'thicken' some of the settlements on 2000.
"I recognize that we must
the West Bank as a very serious
proceed
with great care in atmatter and are deeply disturbed by
tempting to set standards regarding
it," Vance said in a statement.
"We have already communicated health care productivity," he said,
and assured doctors any such move
with Prime Minister Begin and will
refrain from any further comment would not infringe on their
until we receive his response."

Israelis return to talks

TFI i\ VIV, hracl (UP I) -l'>racl
sent ih top pcm;c negoti~tors b11ck
to Washington Sunday, apparently
on a collision course with the
United Stntc'> and Egypt because of
it.; decision to expand existing
Jcwhll ;elllcrncnts in the occupied

Sleep Study
Subjects
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Ing prlls
SubtlWtf> who havo had dlffic.ulty sleep
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/Or rlhUHlS itrld who ars not now takrno

flloopm{J pills or psycllololgtcal rnmhcatton

West !lank of Jordan.

l·orcign Minister Moshc Dayan
and
Defense Minister Ezcr
Weizrnan departed for Washington
to rc.\Umc peace treaty talks with
their Egyptian counterparts and
face the possibility of a stall in
prog1·css on a pact because of the
government decision.
Health Minister Eliezcr Shostak
said the cabinet made the decision
because of concern over U.S. involvement with notables of the
occupied West Bank of Jordan and
the Gaza Strip and to gain the
support of cabinet hardliners for
the draft treaty.
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Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATIVE COMING
TO CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8
A rcprcscntutivc of the Stnnford Gruduatc School of
llusiness will be on campus to discuss with interested
students Ute exceptional cducntionul opportunity of the
Stanford MilA l'rogrnm.
A (lpointments mny be mnde through
The Student I>innncial Aid and Career Services Office
The MilA l'rogrnm is u two-year generul management
course of studies designed for men and women who wish
to develop numagemcnt skills to meet the broad responsibilities re•1uircd in both the private and public scclors
toduy und in the future.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OJ<' BUSINESS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Stanford, California 94305
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In Cairo, Prime Minister
Mustafa Khalil said the Egyptian
government in considering the
possibility of recalling its lop
negotiators from Washington for
consultations on the latest Israeli
policy decision.
Khalil told reporters the
government was thinking of
summoning
Home
Defense
Minister Lt. Gen. Kamal Hassan
Ali and acting Foreign Minister
Butros Ghali.
A decision will be taken and
announced Friday, he said.
But Khalil emphasized this did
not mean a deadlock had been
reached in the negotiations.
Dayan and Weizman left for
Washington aboard a chartered El
AI commercial jetliner. The two
ministers remained aboard the
heavily-guarded airliner during a
one and a half hour stopover at
Paris' Orly Airport. After conferring on the plane with Israeli
Ambassador Mordcchai Gazit they
took off for wa~hington.

Rightists
to join
Arabs

TEL AVIV, Israel (UP I) - A
commander of the Christian militia
in southern Lebanon said Sunday
Christian leaders in Beirut have
agreed to join the Arab front
against Israel in return for Syrian
protection from the Palestinians.
"We want Mr. Begin to speak
about the problem again with
President Carter," Maj. Sami
Shidiak told a news conference in
the port city of Haifa called by the
Public Committee for Aid to
Lebanon.
Shidiak .said an emissary from
Beirut came to southern Lebanon
last week with reports that Saudi
Foreign Minister Saud Faisal told
Christian leaders he would be
willing to mediate with the Syrians
because ''Israel cannot help
anyn1ore,"

The Israeli decision to strengthen
settlements in occupied Arab
territories was a move likely to irk
President Carter and stall progress
The Israelis have been arming
on delicate treaty negotiations with Christian troops and providing
Egypt.
them with supplies in their war with
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan the Palestinians. Syria has been also
disclosed the cabinet decision as he mounting attacks against the
and Defense Minister Ezer Christians.
Weizman departed for Washington
Faisal reportedly told the
to resume negotiations with Egypt
Christians he would ask the Syrians
on the U.S.-authored Ll " ' " v.
to protect them from the
Palestinians in return for their
joining in the hard-line Arab
struggle against Israel.

ConeeJ•ti~ns SlV is now aeceptiug s•tlnuissions of
art autl btet•atnre.
AU students, rae•dty aud starr oi" UNlU arc iJtvitcd
to eontribut:c.
For furthct• inforntation eall
2 77-5656 before noon.

---------------------------------------- ---

After "feelers" to Israel, the
Lebanese Christian leaders accepted the proposal for lack of any
alternative, Shidiak said the
emissary told him.

"As a result free Lebanon is
likely to go under and become a
protectorate of Syria joining the
front against Israel," the southern
Christian leader said.

relationship witb patients.
"I will tomorrow ask the
National Health Planning Council
to begin careful consideration of
the issues raised by productivity
standards," he said. "I hope that,
during the coming months, they
will develop a systematic approach
to this pressing problem."
He did not go into detail about
minim urn productivity standards in
a speech to the annual meeting of
the Institute of Medicine, a branch
of the National Academy of
Sciences.
"A concern with productivity
presumed a strong doctor-patient
relationship characterized by
human caring," he said, noting that
physicians,
economists,
professional standard groups,
hospitals, nursing homes and other
medical facilities would contribute
to the set of standards.
With the "moonshot age" of
complex medical technology and
refined special skills have come the
problems of unnecessary medical
procedures and a proliferation of
facilites which are under-utilized,
said Califano.
He noted:
-In 1975, there were more than
three hospital workers per patient
in this country while the ratio in
We.st Germany was one-to-one and
two-to-two in Great Britain.
-Studies at home and abroad
suggest that as the number of
surgeons rises in an area, the
number of opertaions also goes up,
with no clear evidence that the extra
surgery in necessary.

Chinese deny
Vietnamese
accusations
HONG KONG (UPI)-Vietnam
Sunday accused China of massing
troops and artillery along the
border and sending soldiers across
to loot and terrorize Vietnamese
villages.
The official Vietnam news
agency, monitored in Hong Kong,
said hundreds of Chinese intruders
have ransacked houses, gathered
intelligence and manhandled
Vietnamese soldiers in Cao Lang
Province recently.
More than 200 armed Chinese
moved deep into Vietnamese
territory in the district Oct. 26,
pulling down border fencing,
destroying other defense constructions and looting inhabitants,
Hanoi charged.
Chinese intrusions have gone on
daily during October in Bao Lam
village with forces entering dozens
of times on certain days.

"The intruders beat Vietnamese
soldiers and wrecked defense
In Beirut, diplomatic sources constructions," Vietnam charged,
confirmed that Saudi Arabia tried adding that armed Chinese have
to sway Christian rightist away also intruded into many areas of
from Israel in mediating a peace Van Lang district, photographing
plan earlier in the month.
with still and movie cameras,
A senior diplomat said Faisal had drawing maps, firing guns in
met with Dany Chamoun, the provocation and attacking the
militia commander and son of Vietnamese border ports.
right-wing
former President
The agency contended the
Camille Chamoun.
Chinese police chief at the
"friendship gate'' border maintained Chinese forces acted on
instructions and would ocntinue to
New Mexico
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GEXERAL
STORE

All Mens' Shirts & Jacket"l

20%0FF
with coupon,

111 I-Iarvard SE • 8117 Menaul NE

IIIII
PizzA
When you buy a large pizza with
the same number of ingredients. ·
Offer good thru 11-19·78

Expires November 5, 1978

Quick delivery to UNM
(from 5 pm to midnight; till 2 am on weekends)

B.C.'S PIZZERIA
921 San Pedro SE

es
Day

lnsta .. Tune
The Finest Tune-Up Available
4101 Menaul NE
Coal & 1·25 SE
268·5221
842·5806

Thru 11·17·78

UNM Special: Present ID for special anti·freeze
flush and replacement. Just $13.75 at Coal location.

Haagen-Dazs ce Cream
Shoppe
ALL Natural and Delicious

20C OFF
With this coupon
thru Sun., Nov. 5, 1978

2677 Louisiana NE·

••511

.,

Directly Across From Yale Park

2216 Central SE-265-5986

Buy any $1.99 sandwich
and get a FREE large soda
and your choice of egg
salad, potato salad or ~ill
cole slaw.
t!J.._· ~c,

'oupo,n

through ll/3/78

you can eat
108 VassarSE
Across from UN M
268-2300

Dairy Queen* braziec
has it all
Food and Dessert

255-0709
266-4291

Thru 11·31-78

any Tuesday

do so.

Vietnam's Communist Party
newspaper, Nahm Dan, also
denounced China's latest complaint
to the Vietnamese Embassy in
Peking accusing Hanoi of border
violations that left scores injured
and a child dead.
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First class
to graduate

Editorial

The only graduate nursing progn1m in New Mexico, now in its first war
offers courses in the following three arca.1: Advan~cd nursing prn~ticc'
teaching in nursing and nursing .administration.
'
The graduate program is part of the UNM College of Nursing and b
funded by a three-year HEW gratH .
"The objectives of the graduate program arc to prepare nurses for
leadership roles; teach research skills; increase individtml commitment to
intcllo;ctu.~l ~rowth and excellence and develop advnnccd nursing
theones, satd Dr. Leland R. Bcntlett, professor of nursing and director of
the graduate program at the UNM college of Nursing.
"This year we admitted 10 students, and hope to admit 15 next year and
.20 the following year," he said.
Belly Boyle, Theresa B11rgett, Katherine Chipman, Elisabeth Konti,
C~rmen Montano, Sail~ Pearso~ and Adele Rubio, all of Albuquerque,
wtll be the first graduatmg class ml979. Carol Keller, Josephine Waconda
and Ruth Rhoad, of Albuquerque, are part-time students in the program.
Those students choosing advanced nursing practice have the choice of
three clinic_al areas: maternal and child health care, psychiatric/mental
health nurstng or community health nursing. Students in each of the three
major areas of concentration must complete 42 course hours, a master's
thesis, and a master's examination before receiving their graduate degrees.
Entrance requirements include a nursing degree from an accredited
college or university, a grade point average of 3.0 or better, registration or
eligiblilty for registration in New Mexico and one or two years minimum
work experience as a registered nurse is recommended.

Down to the wire
.Just a wonk and a day away, New Mexico voters will once again be
lJOIIlll to tim polls to choose representatives for various state and

national offices. Next Tuesday the LOBO will publish the general
olncuon 1sstm in which various issues and candidates will be examined.
r ndorsnrnonts will also lln presented. Herewith is a preview of some of
tho candida!fJs and thnir positions on particular issues.
In the gubernatorial race, Democrat Bruce King and Republican
.Jon Slwnn diffor vory lillie in their positions on the majority of pertinent
tsstws. T'ho only visiiJie polarity concerns right-to work. King opposses.
th<; lonislntlon, which would allow non union workers to work in closed
union sltops. Skoen favors right~to work because, he says, it is the
prosmwJtion to 11 IJ<JSIC rinht ond is important to New Mexico in order to
t!xpnnd tho job base.
Excnpt for this issue, the two candidates for governor are almost
twins they hnve similar bi.lckgrounds, similar personalities and similar
phlioso[lhies. There has been some criticism that the right-to·work
issue has been blown OLit of proportion in the gubernatorial race; but
becausn it is the only current topic on which the two candidates
disawoo, it bas beon converted into a platform issue.
A U.S. Senate seat is up for grabs this election year. Incumbent
Pete Domenici comes out in favor of environmental issues, and
preserving Now Mexico's pristine beauty. He introduced legislation
which would give the state veto power over the WIPP project.
He gets backing from big business.
Tonoy Anaya, Domenici's Democratic opponent, is running on a
consumer platform. He feels hls position as attorney general is not
helping him in the senatorial race because he's losing the support of
traditionaly powerful Democrats who object to his dissenting
viewpoint.
He has done much for New Mexico as attorney general, but he can't
fight a strong incumbent and his own party and win.
County commissioner Bob Hawk is running against incumbent
Manuel Lujan for the District 1 congressional seat.
Hawk, the liberal democrat, is going after Bernalillo County voters.
Issues he touches upon are pro-environment, the budget and medical
and hospital costs by utilizing preventive medicine at home.
Besides his Bernalillo support, he needs support outside
Albuquerque and the rest of the county to overcome Lujan's strong
Republican incumbency and his backing In the traditionally Democrat,
Hispanic northern half of the state. While this area generally votes
Democrat. it is usually conservatively so. Hawk will have to break this
tradition.
Lujan is campaigning in absentia. His aides are stumping for him this
year. Lujan might have met the needs of the state when it was primarily
agricultural, but since New Mexico has grown more industrial and
business-oriented, he is obsolete. How would we expect him to know
about the state's urbanization? He is usually in Washington.
Lujan votes as part of tlie Republican bloc, rather than representing
the people of New Mexico and doing things for us.
In the lieutenant governor race, Roberto Mondragon is King's
running mate. Mondragon follows in the tradition of Joseph Montoya
in that he brings different perspectives to light. He presents a point of
view in opposition to those voiced by Eastern imports.
Leo Dow Is running on the Flepubllcan ticket with Skeen. Dow seems
overshadowed by Mondragon's personality and previous experience as
lieotenant governor.
In the UNM area District 18 state representative race, Judy
Pratt, Democrat, is running against Joe Carrara, Republican. Pratt
advocates the illegalization of the Nazi Party and the Ku Klux Klan.
How's thatforfreedom of expression?
Carrara became interested in running for the post because he found
Lenton Malry unaccessible. Carrara lobbied at the last legislative
session and alleges that Matlry ignored him. He's running because he
feels he could do a better job than his predecessor.
In the other UNM area district, District 11, Felix Nunez is the
democratic candidate. Nunez helped to create the sector-development
plan for the University area. The plan would be funded by the state and
could provide off-street parking for UNM, Nunez says.
Nunez's opponent is Kevin Bundy, Bundy says the Democrats have
had the power in the district for the fast i 0 years and have been
unresponsive to the needs of the people. He advocates lower site taxes
and doing away with prescription medicine taxes.
With one week to go before the election, this is how we see the
candidates. They still have their last few days of frantic stumping before
we and other voters are forced to make selections,
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Letters

DOONESBURY

Book
nook

28 bodies listed

Taking advantage of this nook in the warm October sun
a student finishes his weekend schoolwork in front of Zim:
merman library.

Editor:
This is in response to Greg Beyer's letter of Oct. 17 expressing doubts
about the "28 religious bodies" which comprise the Religious Coalition
for Abortion Rights. Perhaps the LOBO would be kind enough to
publish the names of these organizations. They are as follows:
Division for Mission in North America
Lutheran Church in America

National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods

Cornrnittee on Women's Concerns
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Unitarian Universalist Association

~his

Board of Church and Society
United Methodist Church
Women's Division
Board of Global Ministries
United Methodist Church

! I TO/JAY!£ GUEST

National Ministries
American Baptist Churches

;
I

American Ethical Union

II

IS MR. Mll.BS

i
I
j

'

Women's Division
American Jewish Congress

Catholics for a Free Choice

Division of Homeland Ministries
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)

National Women's Conference
American Ethical Union

Episcopal Women's Caucus

American Humanist Association

NOW HERE 1HI:; EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS POLICY.; AnV
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pubflsh notices the dlll' IJeforo 1111d the dsv of thr~ mooting
but NO GIJARANTEE OF PIJBtiCATION IS MADE. The
editors sUg!JD:rd lh•t grollps Wishing to publ/t:fltf Important

{J(J[ASH, AUTHOR. THANk
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Unitarian Universalist Women's Federation B'Nai B'rith Women
Board of Homeland Ministries
United Church of Christ

a1crro
$\ear

Office for Church in society
United Church of Christ

National Council of Jewish Women

General Executive Board
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.

member of the American Society of
Women Accountants. Bring your
lunch. All students are welcome.
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Two rilms, "The Other Francisco," a powerful drama about
slavery and the anti-abolitiortist
movement during 19th-Century
Cuba, and "Simparele," the story
of Haiti through song, poetry,
dance and theater, will be shown
Monday at 7 p.m. and 9:15p.m. at
the SUB Theater. The films are part
of the SOLAS film series.
Admission is S i for SO LAS
members, $1.50 for non-members.
Season tickets will be welcome.

On Tuesday, Larry Bell, an
internationally exhibited sculptor
from Taos will give his an
illustrated public talk on his workwhich frequently involves light
transmissions through glass. The
talk will be held at 8 p.m. in Room
2018 of the Fine Arts Center.
Admission is free.

The National Chicano Health
Organization will be holding a
meeting tonight at 7 at Chican.o
Studks, 1815 Roma, N.E. All
students are invited.

***
La Puerta de los Ninos Day Care
Center is planning a Halloween
Festival Tuesday. It's purpose .is to
provide fun and safe activities for
pre-school children. Dinner and
refreshments will be sold. Proceeds
from the party will go toward
improving the school's playground
equipment, Bring your small fry.

Washington Office
United Presbyterian Church, USA
Unltetl Synagogue of America

Women's League for Conservative Judaism

U)BO Odlto;lal stlliff:

American Jewish Congress
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<after the party!

There's really only going to be one Halloween
party this year, and it's the Rocky Horror
Halloween Party at Ned's on Tuesday
October 31, beginning at 8 pm,

Civeaways:

Attention minority students:
Premedical
advisement and
counsellng is available at the UNM
Mccial School in Room 184.
Contact Howard D. Sanchez for
rnore information.

• 250 Tickets to Rocky Harrow Picture Show
<Showing immediately after the party
at Don Panchosl
• Rocky HDrror Records
• "Frankenfurters"
• Rocky Horror AUdience Participation Kit

***

• Dance and costume Contests
• Rocky Horror Or ink

!Wear a costume .. .its your ticket in>

Women's Program Unit
United Presbyterian Church, USA

Editor-In-chief: Dabble levy
Msnaglng editor: Colleen Curran

With a special showing of

What Should I Wear?

-'.o.c.;_

Church and Society Unit
United Presbyterian Church, USA

Ned's and
KRST present:
A Rocky Horror
Halloween Party

NO, RJJNNINIJ.
8/JT 71-1AT's
A GOOP
IUAY 70
STAI<X

I
I hope this will reassure Mr. Beyer of the validity of the 28 mernbers
of the Religious Coalition for Abortion rights. It might also be offnterest
to note that RCAR is administered on a national level by the Board of
Church and Society of the United Methodist Church.
Linda C. Kirk, Coordinator
New Mexico Religious Coalftion
for Abortion Rights
·

, by Garry Trudeau

4200Central SE
All this-ahd more-in one dusk-to-dawn
party that
starts at

Contemporary
Women
Photographers,'' a public slide
presentation on the work of approximately 15 Women, will be
given today by Sandi Fellman,
visiting faculty member of the art
department. The presentation will
be held at 8 p.m. ii1 Room 2018 of
tlte Fine Arts Center.

There will be a meeting of
Wome11 in Mamtgcmetlt today at
noon in Room 122 of the Business
School building. The guest speaker
will be Vicki F'isher from tlie- ac·
Fox, Elmer,
counting firm
Westheimer Md ('o. Fisher is also a

or

:3i~n of. t1~8

f?afflp8r.8d ffiaid8f1
11101 Menaul N.E.
(PootllJIIs shopping center)

2937 Monte Vista
(On the triarlgle)
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Teachers
publish

Services

renewed

book
<

11

authw,, 1 rank/\. I

o~~:l/1

l nformarion ranging from the
hi;tory of comic.\ to the Nurem bur!>
Trial> is no" available through the
UNM General Library, said Dean
of Library Services Paul Vassallo.
Va1;allo ;aid the library recently
renewed it; membership in the
Center for Re;carch Libraries in
Chicago "and the center's many
;crvkes will continue to be
available to UNM faculty and
graduate ;tudents."
The center pro' ides interlibrary
Joun materials in all subject fields.
Almost all major research libraries
in the nation arc member.\ of the

and

IJ••ul'l.l. I' lc'lllllO, l'ni,er;ity ot
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"~\'~tt..•malll. 1\naly"'C) of
l t•arnru~·
and
:\:lntivalion,' 1
puhlc·.lwd I>\ Jolm WileY and Son;

huuh.

nl ~''" Yor 1-.
l he l>ooi- addrc·"c' the major
invol\L'd iu both

1 nnn•ptual io.,·~ttL'\

<'Hlpil ical amlthc<orcti~tli ;y;tem; or
ha·.i~,
karnittt'. and motivational
flll1L~;.·:-.;,e-, and oJ l'l'r' a hhlorkal
pL·rpo.,cl'tiH'
IL'CtlltCd

on
LJlll'L<

io.,"'ue' that have

the advent of

center.

\lc]Javi,Jri\rn.

l.o).!an earned hi; Ph.D, M.A.
and B.A. dc)!rcc; in p;ychology
lwrn the l!nivcr;ity or Iowa. He
IHl\ hwn a llNM faculty member
;inc·c l 964.
h•t ram earned hi; Ph.D., M.A.

.tnd B.A. degree; from Columbia
lni,cr,ity. He joined the UNM
t"'\dtolDI'V department in 1965.

Health
food
munchies'
I

CHADWICK PHOTO

Steve Malavolta, owner of "Micro-Meals" serves
customer Kathy DiMedici. Malavolta called the type of food
he serves "health food munchies." His biggest problem has
been finding a place on campus to park legally.

WHAT'S AN HSACAREER?
ItS different things to different people
or COUI'SO,

all mnployons nt Jlw NalionnJ Sncurily
Agoncy have curtain things in common: they are
civilian omploynos of I he Department of Dnfnnso:
lhoy are engaged in technical projonts vilul to our
nation's communications sectu:ily or a foreign
intolligr.nGo production mission: and they all onjoy
the benefits that accompanyFednral employment.
Howuvor, the differences bolwtlell our earner
opportunities are just as interesting as their
similarities. For example ....
TO THE EI.ECTRONIC ENGINEEH (BS/MS): An NSA
career means delving hl{o ttniquo projects which can
span every phase of tho R&D cyG!e. An engineer may
design, develop, test and manage contracts on
uommonications, recording, and information storage
devicns and systems whose capacities and speeds
are stiiJ considered futuristic: in most quarters.

TO Tl IE COMPUTEH SCIENTIST {IlS MS): It nwans
applying hi}; or bc:r knowledge in a wide range of
suh·discipli!ws Buch as systems doslgn, systc1ms programming. operating systems, computer applications
analysis, and n:trioval systoms.
TO THE MATHEMATICIAN (MSJ: A career means
defining, formulating, and solving complex communications-related problems. Statistical mathematics.
matrix algebra and combinatorial analysis are just a
few of the tools applied by the NSA mathematician.
Interested in learning more about the difference in
an NSA career? Schedule an interview with us through
your Student Placnmont Office today. If we do not
recruit on your campus. send a resume to tho address
given below.
U.S. citizHnship is required.

Vassallo s:dd the center's policy
"has been to acquire directly h)'
purchase, exchange or gift those
materials not readily available in
the members' own collections."
A "Handbook" published by the
center contains a detailed inventory
of the collections. "Many of the
items held there arc rare or even
unique," the dean said. "The
center h particulary strong in
foreign doctoral dissertations,
ofricial documents of the 50 states
and college catalogs."
The center also ha~ various
special microform projects, including the Ethnic Records
Microform Project, the Foreign
Official Gazette Project and the
Foreign Newspaper Microfilm
Project.
"Through the British Library
I ending Di,ision, the cemcr has
nc·cc;s !0 any journal in science,
technology or the ;ocial science,
published since 1970," Vassallo
said. "Normally photocopies will
be received from llritain within 12
days from the time the UNM
Library sends its request to the
center.,.
All borrowing from the center by
the Interlibrary Loan Section of
Zimmerman Library is done
directly by teletype. "The center
ships out material on the same day
through United Parcel Service and
air mail," he said.
"The center has no local con!.tituency; therefore, the response to
member requests is rapid since the
center's procedures are geared to
expediting delivery of requested
materials within the shortest
possible turn-around time,"
Vassallo added.
Interested faculty and graduate
\!Udents who would like to obtain
material from the center should
visit the Interlibrary Loan Office at
Zimmerman Library. "1 urge all
faculty and gradmuc students to
take advantage of this rich source
or research material~." he said.

Training
•
sess1ons
to be held

NATIONALSECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M32·1
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f.

The Albuquerque Rape Crisis
Center will conduct a weekend
training session for new volunteers
Nov. 4 and 5 at the center, 602
ThirdS!. N.W.
The sessions will be held from 90
to 5 p.m. each day. Volunteers are
trained to staff a 24-hour bot-line.
They also accompany victims of
sexual assault to the hoS),itnl and
provide support during Jaw eriforccment and medical processes.
Conducting the training session
will be Sandie Nelson, advocate
specialist at the Center, and Mary
Adams-!rujillo, a counselor at ihe
center.
Those interested in the volunteer
training shoufd call the center, 2470707, (or reservations. !here is no
charge.

EOF YOU EDUCATIO
Dear Students, Faculty, and Staff:
There is only one clear choice in the Governor's race this year. We feel that choice is
Bruce King!
Bruce King's record in education Js unparalleled. His support of higher education is
critical to the future of New Mexico.
Take a look at his record: During King's last administration, almost 300 new faculty
members were added to the staff at UNM. At the same time, the average faculty salary
increased 26%%, and the budget of the University was increased over four million dollars.
More than 140,000 books were added to our library.
Bruce King realizes than an effective educational system must begin with our children.
It was he who instituted the statewide kindergarten program. It was he who greatly strengthened our special education and vocational education programs. It was he who gave all
teachers a chance to make a decent living in the field of education.
We hope that you decide to make Bruce King your choice on November 7. We also
ask you to get out and work on his behalf so that we can be assured of a prosperous future
for education in New Mexico.

PROFESSORS FOR KING
COMMITTEE
Prof, Fritz S. Allen ~ Chemistry
Prof. Seymour Alpert- Physics & Astronomy
Prof. Keith F. Auger~ Elementary Education
Prof. Alan Baker- Theatre Arts
Prof. Peggy J. Blackwell- Education Fdns. Dir.
Prof. William J. Byatt- Elec. Engr. & Comp. Sci.
Prof. Wil.liam F, Coleman ~Chemistry
Prof. Virginia Crenshaw- Nursing
Prof, Harold D. Drummond- Education
Prof. Charles T. Dumars - Law School
Prof. James W. Ellis- Law School
Prof, Willis H. Ellis- Law School
Prof. Linda Estes- Dir. Women's Athletics
Prof. bouglas Ferraro -Psychology
Prof. Robert E. Fleming- English
Prof. Douglas R. George - Art .
Prof. Sam B. Girgus- American Studies
Prof, Joseph Goldberg - Law School
Prof. Richard Gonzales - Law School
Prof. Richard Griego -Chair. Math & Stat.
Prof. David Hamilton- Economics
Prof. Fred R. Harris- Political Science

Prof. Vivian H. Heyward- Health, PE & Rec.
Dean Morton Hoppenfeld- Arch. & Planning
Prof. Donald E. Kelly- Chair. Elern. Education
Prof. Steven P. Kramer- History
Prof. Peter A. Lupsha -Political Science
Instructor Kathleen A. Marpe- Health, PE & Rec.
Prof. Gilbert. W. Merkx- Sociology
Prof. Sigmund Mierzwa- Sed. & Adult Education
Prof. Marshall R. Nason- Mod. & Clas. Language
Prof. Noel H. Pugach ~History
Prof. Alan B. Reed- Pub. Admin & Political Sci.
Prot: Harold V. Rhades·'"': Political Science
Prof. Janet Roebuck - History
Prof. Leo M. Romero- Law School
Prof. Louis Rosasco- Chair. Educ. Foundations
Prof. Estelle H. Rosenblum- Nursing
Prof, E.A.. Scholer- PE & Rec. Dir, lARS
Prof. Jane M. Slaughter~ History
Prof. Sara Dawn Srnith ~ Elementary Education
Prof. Jay B. Sorenson -Political Science
Prof. Leonard A. Stitelman -Public Admin.
Prof. Albert E. Utton - Law & Natural Res.
Dean Paul Vassallo- Library Sciences
Prof. Estelle Zannes ~Speech Communications

ADMINISTRATORS FOR KING
COMMITTEE
Robert U. Anderson - Dir., Gov't. Research
Louis G. Galvez- Dir., Bus. Asst. & Res. Ctr.
Lavon McDonald- Dir., .Athletics Dept.
Antonio J. Mondragon- Coor., Chicano Student Ser.
L.E. 'Ned' Roberts- Assoc. Dir., lARS

.STAFF FOR KING
COMMITTEE
Augustine A. Apodaca- Prog, Spec., Bus. Dev. Prog.
Doris Brooks~ Admin. Coor., Dept. of Surgery
Lou Camp- Admin. Coor., College of Law
Bea Cappelli- Admin. Cool'., College of Fine Arts
Julie McKibben- Admin. Asst., Dept ot Family,
Community & Emergency Medicine
Rasemary McNerney- Admin. Asst., College of Engr.
Alicia Olguin~ Admin. Asst., Dill. of Emerg. Medicine
James L. RaY- Prog. Spec., Bus. Oev, Prog.
Willia.m H. Robinson~ Adrnin. Coor., College of Nursing
· Lynette Wilson- Admin, Cpor., College of Arts & Sciences

Pd. for By students for King Committee, Allred Santistevan, President
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Athletes get
scholarships

Early Lobo Lead Causes Cave-in
ANXIOIJS
FOR
SNOW?

Scott Harmon, represen•
tative of Rossignol, presents the breathtaking
movie "The Cross..Coun·
try Experience" featur·
ing Olympic Silver
Medal Winner, Bill Koch

Thur., Nov. 2
7:30p.m.
No admission fee

lly PETER MADIUO
EL PASO-The UNM football
team rcmcm bcred what happened
last weekend when New Mexico
State jumped out to an early lead;
the Aggies lost.
The Lobos kept this in mind
Saturday
night
before
a
homecoming crowd of 18,650 at
Sun Bowl Stadium as UNM

grabbed a quick 21-0 lead over the
Tcxas-EI Paso Miners and went on
to win by that same score.
The win, which was the second
shut-out victory posted by the
'Pack this year, upped UNM's
seas.on tally to 5-3 and 2-1 in the
Western Athletic Conference,
second behind Brigham Young who
was idle this weekend.

INTERMEDIATE
ROCK CLIMBING

Former El Paso high school
standouts Mike and Mark Williams
and Max Hudspeth paced the.
Lobos with some outstanding play.

by
Outback
Adve.-tures
Saturday Nov. 4
Sunday Nov. 5
Saturday Nov. 11
Sunday Nov.12
For Preregistration
and Information Call:

842-9386

Hudspeth, who was injured
against Texas Tech, resumed the
job of punting and punt returning
against the Miners and played as if
he had not been injured at all.
The Williams brothers, both
grads of El Paso Parkland, ravaged
the Miner front line as Mike rushed

for 84 yards on 17 carries while
y.ounger brother Mark toted the
ball . five times for 42 yards including a 20-yard run in the first
period to set up the Lobo's first
touchdown.
Lobo place-kicker Alan Moore
booted a 50-yard field goal in the
second quarter which tied the UNM
mark set in 1964 by Jack Abendschan.
The 'Pack's first score came on a
58-yard touchdown strike from
quarterback Brad Wright to Keith
Ellis. Ellis caught the ball in the
flat, evaded the linebacking corps
of the Miners and outran the
secondary for the score.
In the second quarter, Moore
booted a 26-yard three-pointer to
up the Lobo lead to 10"0. Moore
then kicked his record-tying field

University Arena has an echo
The smooth brown floor, trimmed with Lobo red, shines from the
lights beaming upon it from high above.
Presently there comes a hollow, steady beat of leather hitting
cement.
The narrow hall·way soon becomes filled with the echoes of
basketballs pounding upon the floor of the long, steep ramp.
Emerging from the ramp are men with names like Everette Jefferson and Andre Logan. No where is there the familiar presence of
Michael Cooper or Marvin Johnson,
In time, a man with a deep tan and a worried look appears. Norm
Ellenberger has been here before. He's had to mold a basketball squad
from the seemingly never-ending flow of junior college transfers.
Monday night the UNM Lobos will be under the lights, On hand
will be ten thousand-plus Lobo fans and they will play the role of
judges.
,.
Very clear in their minds is the disaster that befell last year's heroes.
Cal State Fullerton sticks like a headache that won't go away.
In their minds, they can still see Marvin Johnson gliding into the
corner, stretching out his arms and sending the ball through the hoop.
It was automatic.
They are going to miss Willie Howard slamming the ball through
the cords and Wil "Eraser" Smiley slamming the ball everywhere. On
a quiet afternoon in the Pit the echoes of last year remain.
But along comes a new bunch of basketball bouncers.
They look confident and they look good.
The practice, led by the feisty Ellenberger, runs smooth to the
uneducated observer. But to Ellenberger and his staff of wise men,
there are a few things wrong.
"You're slow. You gotta have feet, you gotta have feet. Aw, that
was terrible, just plain awful."
But Norm, they do have feet, and they are awfully fast. They are as
fast as any team around. They are road"runner fast. Their faces
become blurs as they blaze back and forth, and up and down the
brown hardwood.
The echoes are there for anyone to listen too. But this new bunch of
dim
sound a little.

goal after Lobo defensive end
Charles Baker stripped the ball
from Miner quarterback Oscar
R!lmirez at the Mincr43.
Ellis then set up the final Lobo
score '!S he hauled in a Wright pass
for 18 yards to the Miner 13. Four
plays law Wright. sneaked in from
the one and place-holder Curt
McGill hit end Walt Arnold for the
two-point conversion.
The second half was scoreless as
the Miner defense adjusted to the
Lobo passing game and shut off the
'Pack ground attack.
The Miners threatened twice in
the fourth quarter but turnovers
halted both drives deep in Lobo
territory.
Next weekend both teams take to
the road as the Lobos are in Salt
Lake City to face Utah and the
Miners leave the continent to play
the Hawaii Rainbow Warriors.

266·3540

The UN1v1 Alumni letterman's A~~ol'iation ha~o~
awarded $300 sdl()larships tn
four UNM student athlete,,
association President Paul [).
Shadel has announced.
The scholarships, representing
the Gwinn Henry Memorial
Scholarship, went to male
athletes Shane Page, a trad anti
field competitor, and wrestler
Frank Gilpin. Women athletes
Diane Dow and Mary Beth
Roberts, both of whom compete
in basketball and volleyball,
were recipients of the Chuck Hill
Memorial Scholarship awards.
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RAY GLASS

tiknn l'asky broke lm tllogamc q riTl!l ll(' miswu kkb with a
penalty kick that lil'tt'd the liNM
men's ru!lbY side to an 11-10 win
over Albuquerque Pub Saturday
afternoon.
His second hair kick split the
uprights and gave the l.obo.s an ll4 !cud tl1at held up under a furiou.s
Pub rally.

~·It
rl.~c:lr.. p:reat.
Jl."nl great~"
I nsk•v said arater the nmtch. "l'1~
been 'de1clnpin~ my kitkin).' skill
'l<l\\h and have been mi"inp
b~~au~c I \>v·a"' n~rHnlt... It ir., ju.-.t a
mattt:r o!' Jnorc pral'(ke."

l'.aslcy'.s thrce-rtlintcr broke a
string nf' five mh,cd kkks, two
earlier in the Pub match and three
against the Albuquerque Aardvurhs
u \veck a!!,o.

Bri:rn Reinhart gave the lob01 a
4"0 lc;1d late in the fiN haiL lie

Darkness Knots
Fijis, Law School
Amid shouts of "I couldn't see
the snap" and "Where is the
field?" the Fijis (Phi Gamma
Delta) and UNM Law School
played Sunday night to a 0·0 tie in
the championship game of the
NROTC flag-football tournament.
With darkness halting any chance
of overtime action, each team
settled for half of the championship
and half of the coolers and mugs
donated by Budwieser.
Fiji quarterback Eddie Bennet
brought his team back the hard
way, through the losers bracket, to
reach the finals.
Bennett teamed with recievers
Doug Fitzpatrick, John Grant and
Andy Halasz in a come-frombehind 19-13 win over Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and a 12-7 victory over
Coronado.
Bennett threw touchdown passes
of 17 yards to Fitzpatrick and lO
yards to Halasz as the Fijis stopped
then-unbeaten law school 13-6,
forcing the final game.

UNM

1
t

Lobos Triutnph
Over Alb. Pub

The Fijis dominated the second
contest with the law school,
mounting the game's only sustained
drive midway through the first half.
Bennett moved the Fijis to the
law school two-yard line but his
pass on fourth-and-goal was intercepted by Jim Hansen, killing
the threat.
Law school reached the finals
with victories over LCA 12-0
NROTC 14·6 and Coronado
after a first-round bye.

7-6

GLASSES & CONTACTS
MADE WHILE YOU WAIT II!

national
optical
2110 Centr.a1 S.E:.

took a >ci>.sors pass lhlm lla'e
Allen af'ter the Pub kicked from
their endmne and sprinted through
thedcfenoc for the try.
The Pub tied the score early in
the 1econd half af'tcr several at~
tempts. ·1 he I.obos stopped the Pub
twice at the one-yard line before the
l'ub controlled a five-yard serum
and pushed into the cndn1ne.
Mark Brown moved the Lobo>
back in front with n try midway
through the hall'. He took ;1 pass
from Easley and hulled his way
through five defenders for the
score. The conversion kick was
wide, leaving the score 8-4,
After Easley's penalty kick, the
Pub swarmed over the UNM back>,
forcing several bad passes. The
Lobos attempted to kick the ball
out of the cndzone but missed and
the Pub recovered the ball in the
cndzone. The successful conversion
kick moved the Pub within one
point, but UNM held on for the
their second win of the season.

243·S157

OOKSTORE
MONSTER
SALE
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CADEMIC SALE BOOKS
HISTORY, LIT· CRIT· ETC!
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BOOKS-BY-THE-INCH

POULSEN PHOTO

Lobo receiver Keith Ellis sparkled with a 58-yard touchdown run against UTEP.

ft

HUNT Pt-IOTO

Like Lightning

Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

Quality. Eyewear
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: :'.96-6757
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30
Sat .. 10!00 to 1:00
Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

LobO reserve Jim Williams

Co/borne Strikes
By ANDREW CARDONA
She said "Besides volleyball
UNM volieybal! star Billie
Billie
was a standout in basketball
Colborne is an athlete who can
in
trcak."
and
move like lightning and spike a
The
UNM star modestly says her
volleyball with enough power to
game needs improving.
volleyball
make the opposition think twice
"I
feel
that
my playing isn't
"
before they plock it.
I
need
to improve my
consistent.
This is Colborne's second year on
the UNM squad and her first year blocking,. hitting and serving.''
UNM basketball coach and
under volleyball coach Cathy Lies.
"Billie is an extremely gifted former assistant Volleyball coach
Billte Co/borne
athlete,'' Coach Lies said. ''I have Kathy Marpe recruited Colborne
forUNM.
"consistent athlete''
confidence in her, she's one of my
The basketball coach says that
most consistent athletes."
Colb()rne has been playing
Before
attending
U NM, the UNM athlete works c~trcmely volleyball four years and finds the
Colborne was a student at Cibola well when she is under pressure.
sport demanding. "Volleyball
The volleyball star says she requii•es lots of time and conHigh School in Albuquerque and
was a member of the Cibola sqUad decided on UNM because she centration. Mentally its a tough
that captured the state volleyball wanted to stay in Albuquerque.
SpOrt."
She said, ''I wanted to slay near
championship a few years ago.
The volleyball star plans to
Former Cibola coach Barbara liomc so I didtt't bother to look into cominuc playing for UNM. She
Buller recalls that in high school the any other offers,"
said, "I hope to coach sotncdayso I
The UNM athlete is attending want to gain all the experience I
UNM athlete displayed an cxUNM on athletic scholarshiJJ,
can.!¥
ccptiomil alh~etic talent.

USED PAPERBACKS 7fY' AN INCH

h

RECORDS

Tickets In Demand
Today was to have been tlie day
when un-renewed basketball tickets
for the University of New Mexico's
1978-79 season were to go on sale to
the general public on a first come,
first served basis.

.

\

Correction

'

Because of a typo in last
Thursday's
LOBO, more
confusion was added to the
already confusing subject of
Lobo basketball student reserve
tickets.
A date ticket can be purchased
for $5 with every athletic ID and
not $15. Student date tickets
must be picked up by 5 p.m. ort
the last working day before the
game. The ticket office opens at
8 a.nL

'

''

FROM $1.98

However, the demartd for Lobo
basketball tickets as demonstrated
during last year's 24-4 season
apparently did not subside. The
very few that were not renewed by
season ticket holders Were used to
fulfill commitments to UNM
scholarship donors alld - at that
- not all commitments to those ~...,..,............,,...,;...,.,...,..........,..,,......,..,.....,..,...........,..,,.....,,.......,.......,...,.,.,..,,......,........,...,.,,..,,.,..,,.,.....................,,,.,,..,.,...,,.,..,.,~
donors were met.
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
The UNM athletic department
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
said it regrets that there will not be
any season tickets put on sale to the
general public today. However,
tickets will be made available to the
public on a game-by-game basis
throughout the season.
CREDIT
Those ticRets Wlll be put on sale
WITH PURCHASE OF $10 SALE MERCHANDISE
on game days and come from those
student reserved seats not picked up
by the UNM student body by 5
VALID ONLY ON SALE MERCHANDISE
p.m. lhe day prior to each hoille
VOID AFTER FRIDAY. NOV.::\
ga111c.

GIFT BOOKS
SfATIONARY
T-SHIRTS
SfOREWIDE BARGAINS

$1.
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5 Dance Films Shown
I- iH' danec film' will be ;Jwwn in ( J11rL'11l I orca. !'he ;tory ha1 .Jmc
Rod<·v I ilc:~ltc in I he /'inc Arts I tlli!)(J play1np a bullfiphtcr, I.ct.itia
c <'llll'r of iltL' llniwr1i1y of New !de '" the lirurc ol dc1liny ,,nu
,'vkxim tonight at 7:30 p,lll.
I·.J len Love as the rig ure of a
llw rilrm include "hnpcror WOIJlllll.
Jom'l," .lml' Limon'' tltcalricul

dal!c'L' work ba1cu on [:ugcnc
O'N,·ill'' play of till' \UJllc name.
I he wo<k wa1 dlOrcowaphcd in
I!JS6.

rill' '"'om! film will he "New
!lance
l·ilm Record," Dorh
llumprcy',\ dwrcogrnphy of 1935,
dr;cribcd '" "an extraordinary
modern dance cla;,,;c of affil malion."
··I.~trnent" i~ based on a poem by

l·ilrn lour will be "'I he l ,anguagc
of Dance," whkh i1 a di1ct1s\ion
with Jme Limon about the
language of movement.
The final film, "The Moor's
Pavanne," b dc"ribcd as Jose
Limon's "great work filtering the
'tory of Otlrello through a ~cric,s of
styli/ed murl. dances."
The cvcni ng of dance fi hm i\
.\pon\orcd by the dance divi~ion of
tile \JNM Theatre Arts department.

RDT Dance Classes
The Albuquerque Dance Theater
will begin a 'econd ~ct of classes for
the New Dance School tonight. The
whool h the teaciling "rm of the
dance theater.
According to Virginia Van Pelt,
director of cducntion for the dance
theater, the new classes will extend
for '"vcn weeks, from Oct. 30 until
Dec. 14. Classes arc offered in
beginning, a<lvanced-beginning and
intermediate modem dance.

Empilasis i.n the classes is on adult
tecbnique.
Beginning modern dance will be
taught four times a week, while
advanced-beginning and
intermediate arc scheduled twice a
week. Live accompaniment will be
provided wilh the classes.
Students interested in attending
the classes should contact the
Albuqt!erquc Dance Theater.
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SOLAS Film
Fest Tonight

ARTS

The Student Organizarion of
Latin American Studies (SOLAS)
will pre,cnt the third night of their
Film Festival tonight with the
showing of "The Other Fraocbco"
and "Simparclc." The films will be
shown in the SUB Theater tonight
at 7 and 9:15 p.m. There will be an
admission charge for tonight's
showings.
"The Other Francisco" is a 1975
film by Cuban director Sergio
Giral. Based on '~Francisco," a
famous Cuban anti-slavery novel
written more than a decade before
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," "The Other
Francisco" contrasts the romanticized conceptions of plantation
life with a realistic expose of the
actual historical conditions of
slavery.
"Simparelc" is a documentary
history of Haiti in dance. Marta
Jean Claude, a well-known performer of Haitian folklore, joined
with other members of a Haitian
cultural group living in Cuba to tell
Haiti's history through songs,
poetry, and dance.

The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences-the people who
present the Oscars every year-have
announced plans for the Sixth
Annual Student Film Awards
competition for college film
students.
To be eligible for the competition, a film must have been
completed after April I, 1978, in a
student-teacher relationship within
the college curriculum.
Deadline for entries is April 2,
1979. Entries will be reviewed in
preliminary judging by nine
regional committees made up of
faculty, local film professionals,
journalists and critics. Films will be
judged
on
originality, entertainment, the resourcefulness of
the filmmaker and production
quality, without regard to the cost
of production or subject matter.
Regional winning films will be
screened by leading film industry

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or
engineering, theNavy has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer CandidateCollegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,
you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical
edu~ation. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,
but In the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only
?ne of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
It, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training
program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
~alary in f~ur years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
In pnvate Industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)
Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on Nov. 7-8,.
or contactyour Navy representative at 505-766-2335 (collect).
If you prefer, send your resume to the Navy Nuclear Officer
Program, Code 312-B537, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.
The NUPOG·Collegiate.Program. It can do more than help
you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

-

Neil Young
"Comes A Time
Reprise Recon:l£ MSK-2266

Student Film Contest

EARN OVER s650 AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH
SENIOR YEAR.

I;

Long Pln_yers

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOTJUST AJOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

professional who arc members of
the Academy. Cash awards of
$! ,000 will be given to winners in
four categories-animation,
documentary, dramatic and experimental films, Winning students
will be flown to Los Angeles for the
awards ceremony on June 3, 1979,
Over 300 films were entered in last
year's competition.
Students who are interested in
entering a film in the competition
should contact Virgil Grillo,
University of Colorado, Hunter
102, Boulder, Colorado, 80309.
Students can also contact the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, 8949 Wilshire Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, California, 90211 .
The regional juries have sole
responsibility for determining the
final selections for the national
competition.

By JOHN CAPUTE
Along with Jackson Browne and
Bruce Springsteen, Neil Young is
the most vital sinj?;er-songwdter in
rock and roll today. Three of his
albums-Everyone Knows This Is
Nowhere, After The Gold Rush,
and Tonight's The Night-are
unquestioned classics. All of his
efforts are beyond catagorization;
Neil Young's work is a definition in
itself.
Comes A Time is Young's most
accessible record since Harvest in
1973. Except for the tongue-incheek "Motorcycle Mama," alL of
the songs are in the country-folksie
vein that made Harvest the million
seller it was. Where on Tonight's
The Night, Zuma, and last summer's American Stars and Bars the
emphasis was on Neil's vibrato
drenched, machineguncspitting lead
guitar and Crazy Horse's singleminded, dirge-like playing, the
playing on Comes A Time is
subdued, "mellow." Neil's backup band, except for two cuts with
Crazy Horse, is the Gone With The
Wind Orchestra, consisting of
Nicolette Larson on harmony
vocals, (she sang on American Slars
and Bars with Linda Rondstadt)
eight acoustic guitarists, 16 string
players, two drummers, two
bassists, a fiddler, a pedal steel
player, all autoharpist, and J.J.
Calc on electric guitar. No individual credit is given on any cut
other than the ones with Crazy
Horse (Frank Sampedro, guitar;
Billy Talbot, bass; Ralph Molina,
drums: "The best rock and roll
band in America," according to the
Village Voice) but the musicianship
is impeccable throughout.
The focal point is Young's songs.
The theme of "What happens when
she's gone and it's all over" mns
lluuugh almost all of Comes A
Time. It's a theme that has pervaded all of Neil's work, most
specifically and succinctly in 1975's
Zuma. But where on Zuma the
outlook was bitter and cynical
("You're such a stupid girl, you've
really got a lot to learn;" "Drive
back to your home town, I want to
wake up with no one around") the
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Delightful
'Dracula'
Jly DEBJliE LEVY
Count Dracula is alive and well
and draining the blood of Londoners these days. You see, he
moved to an English castle after
leaving Transylvania about a
month ago.
That's the basis for the Tiffany
Playhouse's version of Dracula,
showing through Oct. 31 at the
Sheraton Old Town Mercado.
The count's (Manny Smith) latest
victim is a fragile, pale young lovely
named Mina, played by Tiffany
regular Joan Tejada. Mina is slowly
becoming a vampire because or the
count's continuous bloodsucking,
and has fits of madness in which
she eagerly awaits the moment
when she becomes Dracula's bride.
But, alas, she already has a fiance,
who, along with two doctors who
are also personal friends of Mina's,
tries to lure her from the often
nebulous claws and fangs of Count
Dracula.
Manny Smith is superb as the
plasma-lusting count. He delivers a
powerful, sinister performance,
complete with the traditional
wicked Dracula laugh. Tejada is her
usual convincing frail heroine,
gasping and clutching her breast all
the way. Wesley Mason, who often
appeared in Tiffany melodramas as
the lecherous villain, does an excellent job as the good guy this
time, playing Dr. Heinrich Van
Helsing, a Dutch doctor who
convinces the others that Mina's
illness is the result of vampire
sucking.
The rest of the cast does a fine
job of supporting these main
characters, especially Eleanor
Gallant as Sybil Seward, a spacy,
off-balanced, lonely spinster and
Jim Price as Renfield, an insane
asylum inmate who is constantly
escaping and who has come under
the spell of Co\1I1l Dracula.
L<~s Spindle docs an excellent job
of directing his fine cast. Constumes by Francie Shor, lightirtg by
Gary Shepherd and special visual
effects by Shor artd Shepherd
deserve special attention.
There will be a special HaiiO\Veen
performance of Dracula Tuesday
night at 8 followed by a costume
party. Wear a velvet choker or a
necktie.

KUNm Todo.y
12:3(1 p.m.; ''Opti011s: Black Labor
Struggles Relrtembered"
5:30 tJ.rn.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All ThiJ1gs
Co nsi dcred"
7 tl.m.; "Rakes y Conscicncia del
Pueblo" (Latino)
10:30 p.111.; •·waunu" (New
releases)

mood of Comes A Time is optimistic, (at ]cast as optinlistic as
Neil Young will every get) a little
sad, happy for the time had, but
realizing the past is a foreign
country,
The issue of past versus present is
taken on in the album's first song,
"I feel like goin' back, back where
there's nowhere to stay," Neil sings
in "Gain' Back," with Nicolette
Larson harmonizing sweetly along.
(Because she sings on eight of the
ten songs, Neil is forced to sing on
key, something not seen for years.)
Neil is not beyond reveling in th.e
past, but he knows there's nothing
there except memories; he doesn't
fool himself.
In "Comes A Time," Neil
reflects that "this old world keeps
spinning round," that there comes
a time for everything to change, but
it doesn't mean it's an end.
Everything keeps going, like the
world.
The question of responsibility .in
a relationship is addressed in
"Look Out For My Love," the
album's moodiest song. Backed by
an acoustic Crazy Horse and
reminiscent of "Cowgirl In The
Sand" from the CSN&Y album
Four Way Streer, Neil sings
"There's a lot to learn for wasting
time/There's a heart that burns,
there's an open mind/Look out for
my love, you own it!" When it
comes to dealing with another's
feelings, Young is saying, you can' l
fool around with it, you have to
take the responsibility for being
involved.
The same issue concerns "Lotta
Love;" "So if you look in my
direction/ And we don't see eye to
eye/My heart needs protection, and
so do 1." "Peace of Mind'' is a
gem, about love and loss, the loss
being initiated by the song's
speaker. It's one of the best Young
has ever written. "You love her so
and still you know/That you will
never want to let her go/Unless you
leave her first/Then you come out
on top/But still there's one thing
you haven't got/Peace of Mind."
"Human HighWay" leads off
side two, a country-western
flavored tune with nice pedal steel
work by Young's long-time back up
player Ben Keith. This was to be the
title song for the aborted 1975

Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young
reunion album.
"Already One" is the second
gem of the album, a song Young
wrote for his former lady, actress
Carrie Snodgrass, artd their son,
Zeke. •'But we're already one/NQw
,only time can come between
us/Cause we're already one/Our
little son/Won't let us forget." The
bitterness-of-breaktiP seen in
"Stupid Girl" off of Zuma is gone;
the relationship is over, but the
union created something that
trancends
more
than
any
relationship itself. It may be over,
but the child Will never let it end.
There is no looking back; "I can 'l
go wrong, till I get right/But I'm
not falling back in the same

groove."
"Field of Opportunity" ta.kes up
where "Already One" ends. There
is no looking back, only looking
forward. In a strict C&W groove,
pedal steel and fiddle, Young sings,
"In the field of opportunity, it's
plowing time again/There ain't no
way in telling where these seeds will
rise or whcn/l'll just wait around
till springtime and then I'll find a
friend/In the field of opportunity,
it's plowing time again."
"Motorcycle Mama" is goodtime camp: ("Motorcycle Mama,
won't you lay your big spike
down?") It's a rough-edged
country blues with Young playing
electric guitar and sharing the lead
vocal with Nicolette Larson. She
has a strong, C&W influenced
voice, that's thankfully not as
mannered as Linda Rondstadt's.
Compare the vocal here with
Linda's "Living in the U.S.A."
single; Linda's trying to sound
down and dirty-Nicolelte is down
and dirty. The album ends with the
only non-Young composition,
Canadian folk singer lan Tyson's
"Fout Strong Winds." It's pretty,
nice 12-string guitar, an interesting
autoharp solo, Neil and Nicolette
doing nice harmonies, but it is the
slightest song of the album.
1978 has been a good year for
rock and roll. Dylan, the Stones,
The Who, Bruce Springsteen, Bob
Seger, and now Neil Young have all
released long-awaited albums. With
the exception of Dylan, all arc
superior efforts. The Stones have
reasserted themselves as "The

Neil Young
greatest rock's'roll band in the
world," despite a poor concert'
tour; The Who, though losing Keith
Moon, the best drummer in rock,
can still out rock 11ny New Wave
band on the scene, even if Pete
Townsend thinks he's entering
senility at 33. Springsteen's
Darkness on the Edge of Town and
his marathon summer tour have
cemented his identity as "The
Bose"; Seger has proved that Night
Moves wasn't a nash-in-the-pan
with a recNd containing its share of
faults hut succeeding through the
sheer personal force and dynamism
of
himself.

Laborers,
Domestic::s,
Cleric::al,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No (ee, must have tran·
sportation and phone
1200Son Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking in rear
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Piualnn's Irresistible pfuu are now twice u tempUng. Vtth this coupon
when you buy any giant, latge or medium lizethii1 crust pizza or any larQe aize
lhidt crust pizza at the regular menu prioe; we'll give you one pizza of the ne-t
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'Films; "The Other Francisco" and
"Simparele," 7 and 9:15 p.m.,
SUU Theater. Admission charge.
Part of the Student Organization of
Latin American Studies Film
Festival.
Recital; Kathy tves-Ciawson and
Mark Mouchette, both vocalists in
a joint recital, 8:15 p.m., Keller
Hall. Free
11iims; Five dance films featuring
Jose Limon, 7:30 p.m., Rodey
Theater. Admission charge. See
story on page 10 oftoday's LOBO.
Slide show; Sandi Fellman on
"Contemporary
Women
Photographers." 8 p.m., Fine Arts
Center Room 2018. Free.

Concert; PEC presents J ody
Stecher and friends, 8 p.m.,
Subway Station. Admission charge.
Film; "Ivan The Terrible" Parts 1
and 2, directed by Sergei Eisenstein,
7 p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charge.
Recilal; Sigma Alpha Iota Pledge
Recital, featuring Kathy lvesClawson, vocalist; Clare Gutierrez,
pianist: Bunky Becker, pianist;
Sylvia Chavez, cello; and Karen
Baccaro, trumpet; 8: IS p.m., Keller
Hall. Free.
Performance; UNM Theater ArtsDance
department
presents
"Timcspace," 8 p.m., Rodey
Theater. Admission charge.

Tuesday, Oclobcr 31

Friday, November 3

Lcclure; Professor John Cawelli on
"Irony, Burlesque, a11d Parody in
Recent American Films," 3:30
p.m., Woodward Hall Room 149.
Free. Third in the American Studies
Lectures Series.
Slide show; Sculptor Larry Bell
talking about his works, 8 p.m.,
Fine Arts Center Room 2018. Free.

Hance; PEC presents "Dazzle,''
8:30 p.m., Subway Station.
Admission charge.
Film; "Beauty And The Beast,"
directed by Jc:tn Cocteau, 7 and
9:15
p.m.,
SUB
Theater.
Admission charge.
Opera; Albuquerque bpcra Theater
presents ''Doll Giovanni,'' starring
UNM music professor Sean Daniel,
8:fS p.m.,
Popejoy
Hall.
Admission charge.
l'crformancc; sec Thursday,

~!

Wednesday, November I

'

JliJm; Direct Film Autobiography
II, featuring "f'ilm Portrait" by
Jerome Hill, S p.m., SUB Theater. Salurday, Nove1nbcr 4
Admission charge.
Concert; David Burge, pianist, 8: I 5 Hance; see Friday
p.m., Keller Hall. Admission ~·nm; "Seven Beauties," directed
by Lina Wertmullcr, 7, 9:30 and
charge.

Pr.eaenl thll ooupon with guest check.

I/Oildth"':

PJ774; _..

:>:ov.o. .w;s

Coupon Not Valid for Go.unnet Pizzas~
..

Arts Events
Thursday, November 21

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!

IINN-10

Monday, October 30

CROW'S NEST FLOWERS
Antiques & Gifts
Special Love Bunch $2.50
265-8569, 265-8560
10% OFF Cash & C11rry
925 San Pedro S~

midnight, SUB Theater. Admission
charge.
Opera: see Friday.
Recilal; Kris Jones bn guitar, 4
p.m., Keller Hall. Free.
Concert; A Scholarship Benefit
concert presented by the New
Mexico Federated Music Club, 8:15
p.m., Keller HaiL Admission
charge.
Performance; see Thursday.
Sunday, NovemberS
Concert; PEC presents 10 CC, 8
p.m., Popejoy Hall. Admission
charge.
Concert;
Beverly
Hoch,
coloraturist (a singer specializing irt
florid vocal ornamentation), a
scholarship benefit for Mu Phi
Epsilon, 4 p.m., Keller Hall.
Admission charge.
Continuing Evenis

Exhibit; The paintings and
drawings of Paul Re, Jonson
Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas Rd. N.E.,
daily except Monday, nooll until 6
p.m. Free.
Exhibil; Beginning Nov. I at\ installation work especially designed
for the Teaching Gallery by
sculptor Larry Bell. New Art
Building, Room 202, Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Free.
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"HERE TO HELP YOU"

Our Xerox
9400 and 3400
,_
C.opiers are able to
'~i
get your copying
1•.
done quickly and
clearly. Most of our
jobs only take a few minutes. Very
large jobs can be
completed
in a
~
matter of hOurs.
: ,~1,,~'"''
Binding is
\ ~. ~• ~
also available.
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The 1860 is able
to copy documents as
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Scott's
THE ROOMMATE
GALLERY

Records
"For the Collecloru

Non-Smoker?
Vegetarian?
Let us find you a
con1 patable room mate

Prices
610 Truman N·E·

Student Discount 40%

V4 block north of Lomas

323 Wyo NE

Sup~r

1 block west ot San Mateo

5:30 p.m.·8:30 p.m.

266-5959

Barry•s Electronic

Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265·0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM ID
WQ repair stereos 1 tv's~ tapes, and
also have~leetronJc parts In stock.

Campus Bicycle and Moped (Behind Okies)
Sekai, Fuji, Azuki

3,5,10 Speeds

Visa,
MC

DISCOUNT PRICES
All Mopeds- 5% above cost
1718 Central SE
243-9630

Mon.·Sat. 9-

Ne\N Mexico
Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me•lco
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !'>
For Sale; 6, Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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J·RU· .1\l'lH:N~; 2. agor<~hlc ~lllCll\ lm Jrcc 111 a
.!!<lml horn~. Call Jud~ 292·2'JR~ after 5.30pm. IIJI.lO

Spring schedules of
classes are now available in
Bandelier East and Scholes
Hall. Registr<Jtion begins
Nov. 14.
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Biologists plot
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Nonh Campus, Surg.:
10131
$2CKI \\·'E·.H.:t..V MAll lNG ('JRCULARS! • • •

1110!-\. Rm. 266 277·3051 & 277-6322.

Supplied • • • .,tart 1nuncdiHtcly, free
Hunter, 100o:; Clay, San r·mnciscn 1 CA 94115

Matclial~
detail~·
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Join the neighborhood professionals Your opportuni·
ties are unlimited in real
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College Studies
Got You Down?
])em 't Throw It A II A way ....
Join the empl()yables in as
~ ttle a> 6 months!
Y1111 mrnplt•lt•U t'OIIl'L::C ~·uurw.~ t'Uil ;.tpply
\(t\\urd jOn lr.Jiniu~. ·\SD lllt'n• i~ Jmlatkuf

JOBS fur lhmt· With ~kill, Emplo_\'N~ kmll\ lhi~
!hut'., wit~ IJ\ t•r lOll() rmnpanil'~ hn\1' ~·llllt·d

lllld

.J.I.n•:Jd~ t1~h~('Ur.
• (}ffll't' Sjx·ciul i\l'
• &·t·n·turial
• Ath ilflr'('d

•

S(>t•rt•tarial

Bu~itlt'\s.AdmJIII\trutltm

63 Brisk
64 Tick off
66 Of kidneys
67 Diamond
complement
68 Grafted:
Her.
69 Ships' bottoms
70 Again
71 Old autos

f.'in:uwial,\id A\:.~iluhh•
jnh J1lut<t'nwnt A....,i~louiC"t•

DOWN
1 Orders
2 Firth
3 Metric unit
4 Instruments
5 Bedlam
6 Fighter pilots
7 Tries
8 Crime
9 Scoot
10 Performer:
Fr.
11 Bulrush
12 Okla. and
Ohio communities
13- egg
18 Expressing
. purpose
22- session
24 Hitch

By S. MONTOYA

221 San Pedro NE
266-7851

UNITED Feature Syndocate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

'.

''
'i

''
I

"('

!
I

l
I.,,

47 Cornrnand
giver
49 SL Lo season
52 Battlefield
53 Early Soviet
premier
55 Silly
56- voce
57 Corners
58- Ages
59 General
Robert
60 Queue
61 Sand65 Sea gull

The sexual assault of a female
student in the Zuni portion of
H okona Hnll on Oct. 16 has
prompted the Hokona resident
director to enforce security
measures "stringently."
In a memorandum sent to

i:ukvna

I

27 Snare
29 Asian country
30 Harmony
31 Winds up
32 Monster's
loch
33 Single time
34 Rent
35 Biblical
judge
36 Spanish
gentlemen
40 Favorites
43 ~ meeting
44 Whines
46 Desist

~
{

!

JC~iU~:ub

la.&t week,

resident director Malcolm Mon. tgornery cited the allowance of
unescorted persons as a prirne
factor in the incident.
A portion of that merna reads,
"The offender entered the wing
because of a resident permitting
him to en tel' unesconed.''
A man, not a UNM student,
entered the living quarters of
Hokona, knocked on the girl's door
and idcnti ficd himscl f as sorrocone
she knew. When she opened the

Program
nears end
By ERIN ROSS
UNM's College of Nursing,
recently lauded for efforts in attracting minority students, may fose
a $97 ,225-a-year program aimed at
recruiting and retaining such
students.
The HEW-funded prograrro
entitled "Nursing Development: A
Program for Minority Students" is
in the last year of its five•year
authorization, said program
director Lorraine Valdez.
Valdez, whose program has been
applauded by University administrators for increasing minority
enrollment, said she is not optimistic about future funding of the
prograrro.
"There is a five-year limit on
special projects like this," she said.
"If we subrroit another prograrro just
like. ,this to HEW we won't get
fund~d.''

EncloSP.d $ --~ PlaCed bV--~~-Telephone

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

A display of rattlesnakes
and rodents is being shown
in the biology building
greenhouse.

Rules enforced

"It's the PAHKS EXPEIUENCl~
thats gets jobs.··
Starts Sept. 25

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Exchequer
5 Facts
9 Belial
14 Preposition
15 Refrigerator
16 Roughhewn
17 Vigilance
19 Book of
maps
20 Coated
rnelal
21 Most violent
23 Toughens
25 Ginger-:
Pl.
26 Shade
28Small
32 Unafraid: 2
words
37 R;lce again
38 Compass pt.
39 Dance
41 Conjunction
42 Blemishes
45 Strobiles: 2
words
48 Unruffled
50 Agent: Suffix
51- statistics
54 Cruel one
58 Saved
62 Mister: Sp.

L
I

nake
show

Valdez said she plans to submit
another application to HEW
"using a different name or a different slant. They may just go for
that," she said.
Another possibility for continuei:l
fuilding of the project would be. for
the New Mexico State Legislature
to pick up funding for the program,
said Valdez.
t:olitlrh.ied on p·age 5

door, the rroan sexually assaulted
her, said Karen Glaser, dean of
student affairs.
Montgomery said in the rroerno
violators of the regulations will be
placed on residence hall probation

By HILL ROilERTSON
Four UNM biology professors are beginning the
second year of a comprehensive biological survey of
the land targeted for the radioactive Waste Isolation
Pilot Project (WJ PP) east of Carlsbad.
Professors William Martin, Gordon Johnson, Doug
Caldwell and David Ligon, together with specialists
frorro three other southwest universities, have been
commissioned by Sandia Corporation to chart a map
of the life forms found in the pilot area,
The data is being used to help formulate an environmental impact statement concerning the possible
storage of nuclear wastes and its potential effects on
these life systerros.
Caldwell, who is examining the potential impact of
waste decomposition on natural nutrient cycles al the
site, said a Texas consulting firm, Southwestern
Research Institute, will write the irnpact statement.
The research project is being organized and
financed by Sandia Corporation. Other universities
represented include Texas Tech, Eastern New Mexico
and New Mexico State,
Johnson, whose phase of the project involves a
study of the relationships between plant life and water
in the area, said a complete inventory of fill organisms,
including micro-organisms, was being taken.
"We're also doing a complete study of the Pecos
River," he said, "which is conceivably where any
seepage will go.
"It's thought that if any seepage occurs soon, it'll
be in about 5,000 years.''
UNM's investigators began field work at the site

about one year ago, with gnonts from Sandia totaling
approxirnntely $100,000. Recently renewed, the
project is expected to continue until the early part of
the 1980's, at which time a monitoring program will

commcnc~.

Marlin, who is conducting studies of the flora and
vegetation indigenous to the area and transferred from
other places, said no endangered species has yet been
found.
"lt's highly unlikely that we'll turn up any endangered species of pl~nt life," be s~id, "especially in
the central area where the wastes will probably he
stored. The habitat of this central point, that is, a
stabilized dune area, is fmond in many other places in
the state.''
The proposed WI PI' site is located in a region that is
the northern extension of the Chihuahan Desert,
which is primarily situated in north-central Mexico.
"It's a large area," Martin said. "Many of the
species we're finding are duplicated elsewhere."
Ligon is performing a detailed study of the bird
types of the area. "We're taking a month-by-rroonth
census of all the habitat types found in the area," he
said. "We're also looking at game birds., including
morning doves, and their eating habits."
The four principal investigators, working with the
help of graduate students and often visiting the site
two or three times a month, have recently compiled a
first-year report based o.n their studies. The test,
Martin's component of which itself amounts to 424
pages, is currently being revised and is expected to be
released early next year.

!continued on page Jl
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Witches,
pumpkins
mark day
By DEBBIE LEVY
Ghosts, witches and goblins were
rroerged with purropkins and apple·
bobbing to produce the festival of
Halloween.
Halloween, as we know it today,
has gone through many dramatic
changes since its beginnings in
ancient Britain and Gaul.
Halloween,
which
rroeans,
hallowed or holy evening,
originated with All Saints Day,
which was first designated by the
Roman Catholic Church in the 700s
A.D. That holy day honored all
saints; the spirits of the dead saints
supposedly roarroed the countryside
the night before.
The Druids had an autumn
festival during which they feasted
on all the foods that had been
grown over the summeL The
custom of using pumpkins, cornstalks and leaves as Halloween
decorations canoes from this Druid
celebration.
It was not long before the old
Druid custorros and the Catholic
feast day were combined into the
Halloween festival.
Many superstitions are connected
with the now-spooky holiday.
There is an Irish tale about the
origin of jack-o'-lanterns. It is
related that a rnan narroed Jack was
not admitted into heaven because
he had been a miser on earth. He
could not enter hell becl]Use he had
played practical jokes on the devil.
So he was doorroed to walk the earth
with his lantern until Judgment
Day.
According to the occult,
Halloween is a time (or magical
ceremonies. Sociologist Gilbert
Merkx said there are at least three
lcorith;uod on page 31
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According to superstition, Witches, goblins and ghosts are
to walk the earth tonight. Halloween originated as a combination of ancient Druid festivals and a Catholic feast day.

